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Abstract: Nowadays, automated guided vehicle (AGV) has been widely used in production ﬁeld for handling work. In some
cases, such as equipment maintenance, AGV needs to track the staff in real-time. To meet the above demand, we propose a
real-time human recognition and tracking system for AGV based on visual servoing. Using dual-eyes camera, the proposed
system can distinguish human from background by color, estimate relative position and control AGV to achieve human tracking
in real-time. We employ Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a RGB image termed here as raw-image to execute recognition process
by a model-based matching method. As the main contribution for this paper, we have developed visual servoing using adaptive
system for various natural light conditions including backlight based on HSV model. Experiment using a mobile robot with
the proposed system were condected in a complex light environment. We regard a worker in blue uniform as the recognition
target. The experimental results conﬁrmed that the proposed system is able to provide high homing accuracy and robustness
against disturbances that the inﬂuence from not only the captured camera images under different lighting conditions but also the
movement of the robot.
Keywords: Human-Recognition, Genetic Algorithm, Model-Based-Matching
1 INTRODUCTION

is used to evaluate the extent to which the human recognition model matches with the object being imaged, by changing the recognition problem into an optimization problem.
Therefore, We use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the image
recognition, because of its high performance of optimization.
GA is well known as a method for solving search and
parameter optimization problems [6]. Moreover, to use the
GA process in real time, i.e., to extract its position from
the consecutively input images, in the past research we used
the GA such a way that every input image is evaluated only
one time by target-model-based ﬁtness function, which we
named Step GA [7]. To perform in real time, we used GA
with long history and modiﬁed as real-time multi-step GA
for searching the best model.
As the main contribution for this paper, we have constructed a human recogniton mobile robot system and enhance the system’s ability to adapt to a changing light environment. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
system, human recognition and tracking experiments using a
mobile robot with dual-eye camera were condected in a complex light environment.

Nowadays, automated guided vehicle (AGV) has been
widely used in storehouse or facility manufacturing for moving materials or goods. With the development of technology,
the navigation of AGV has been changing from using guide
tape to laser sensor. Nevertheless, the pre-laying of guide
tape or expensive sensors limits the further spread of AGV.
Moreover, in some cases, such as equipment maintenance
and indoor sales, AGV needs to track human in real-time.
With this motivation, we propose a real-time human recognition and tracking system for AGV based on visual servoing
using dual-camera.
Many researchers [1]-[4] applied a binary image and
some edge extraction methods that need several preprocessing steps to recognize the images. Those various ﬁltering
stages seem to be a time-consuming process, and to us, these
are not convenient for real-time recognition. The tradition
image recognition of human [5] often uses extraction technology of many characteristics for shape or position relation
of eye, mouth and nose. However, there are some problems to
extract a lot of characteristics because of non-clear shadow,
which makes image recognition of human difﬁcult. To solve
these problems, we use directly the unprocessed RGB image termed here as raw-image. Basically, this research is
based on a model-based matching method. We employ a
model for the recognition purposes of a human considered
here as the target. An ﬁtness evaluate function, whose computation is based on the conﬁguration of the human model,
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2 HUMAN RECOGNITION MOBILE ROBOT
The human recognition mobile robot consists of 2 parts as
shown in Fig.1. Two cameras (FCB-IX-11-A) installed at the
top of robot are used as visual sensor for human recognition.
In Movement Section, a two-wheel drive bogie is controlled
to move the robot along desired path. The bogie can move
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Human Recognition Mobile Robot System
Sensor Section
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Dual-eyes Camera
Movement Section
PC
(sensor and motion control)

Power Supply
and Servo Driver

Fig. 3. The camera may cannot capture the whole model in
close range

Two Wheel Drive
Mobile Robot
Movement Section

Fig. 1. Human Recognition Mobile Robot System
up to 0.6 [m/s].

high or low etc. From the value of RGB, it is understood that
there is great difference among the RGB value at the various
situation even the same cloth.

3 HUMAN RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
In order to recognize human accurately, it is an effective method that distinguishing the color from the human to
background. Regarding human as the objective of recognition, the effectiveness of recognition can be improved while
adding extraction of color of the cloth and hair which are human characteristics to the evaluation function. In this paper,
we assume that the recognition target is wearing dark blue
clothes whose hair color is black.
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Fig. 4. RGB and HSV

3.1 Human Recognition Model
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Fig. 5. Hue circle

As it is shown by Fig.2, the recognition model can be divided into head part, body part and belt part. Each of them
is consists of inner area and outer area. We added the bright
belt to the model because in close range the camera may cannot capture the whole model, moreover, a bright belt can improve system accuracy in the dark. In this paper we applied
3D model-based recognition approach and multi-step GA to
get human position.

So that, the HSV color system is considered (Here, the
conversion expressions from RGB value to HSV value are
omitted). H[0-359] of HSV represents the hue, which deﬁnes the direction of 5:00 at the hue circle shown in Fig.5
as 0, and the value becomes big counterclockwise. S[0-100]
represents color, which is expressed by the radius of hue circle. V[0-255] is luminosity, and is the length of axis vertical
to the hue circle. Color becomes dark with the value of V
decreasing. Here, the value of H shown in Fig.3 should be
noticed. Though the range of H is 0-359, the color of blue
clothes can be speciﬁed by limiting the value of H to 220260 without relation to the change of illumination and race.

3.2 HSV Color Depending Recogintion System
The sample image and RGB value of blue cloth are shown
as Fig.4. The 1-6 are sample about the blue cloth under
different situations such as outdoors, indoor, illumination is

3.3 Fitness Evaluate Function
In order to distinguish human from background by comparing hue value, it is necessary to construct a set of evaluation system about the matching degree between the human

Fig. 2. Human recognition model
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recognition model and the actual image. In this paper, we
evaluate the combination of the raw-image and the recognition model by ﬁtness function Fall (ψ)(ψ = x, z) which is
given as Eq.(1).
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Fig. 8. Evolution process of GA
Model-based matching system using dual-eyes cameras. Target object is the human recognition model that be introduced
in last chapter. Knowing the information of the target and
predeﬁned relative pose to the dual-eyes cameras, the solid
model of the target is predeﬁned and projected to 2D images. Comparing the projected solid model image with the
captured 2D images by dual-eyes cameras, the relative pose
difference is calculated.

In Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), pbody,in (r i )，pbody,out (r i ) mean the
ﬁtness of each surface points and belt points in body part.
hueu means the hue value of the point represented by HSV
model. It can be known that the ﬁtness function will takes
the maximum value at the exact position of the model. The
ﬁtness of the points in head part and belt part are calculated
in similar method.

Genes representative to 2 position parameters as shown in
Fig.7 are initiated randomly. The gene that has the highest
ﬁtness function value represents the position of the real target.Therefore the problem of position recognition addresses
to the searching problem. The solution is GA with promising
speed and accuracy of performance. According to the performance in time-domain, GA is selected in this work even
though there are advanced optimized techniques. The effectiveness of 1-step GA was conﬁrmed in robots especially manipulators and reported in previous work [11]-[13]. Through
the steps of GA (Selection, Cross over and Mutation), a number of genes that represent different poses are evaluated by
the deﬁned ﬁtness function to get the best gene with the most
truthful estimated pose. A evalute function representing a

3.4 Model-based matching using GA
In this reaearch, we used Model-based Matching to calculate the human 3D -Position in searching area from the
2D-image taken by dual-eyes cameras. Apart from other
recognition methods based on 2D to 3D reconstruction, the
proposed 3D model-based recognition is based on 3D to 2D
projection. Moreover, the concept based on the group of pixels rather than individual pixels highlights merits of modelbased method over feature-based ones. Fig.6 showed the
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Fig. 7. Gene Representation for Position

In Eq.(1),pbody,in (IL r i ),pbody,in (IR r i ),pbody,out (IL r i ),
pbody,out (IR r i ) means the matching degree of the raw-image
and each point of the body part of the model. The value
of pbody,in (r i ) and pbody,out (r i ) are calculated by Eq.(2)and
Eq.(3).
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In this experiment, GA recognition accuracy needed to have
the value of 0.7 or more for good performance. So according to the experiment, it can be known that GA recognition
is effective no matter in backlight or forward light condition.

Initialization
(Generate a population of
chromosome)

Input new population

No

Evaluation
(Fitness evaluation of each
individual)

Yes

Sorting
(Sort individual based on
their Fitness value)

Selection
(Select chromosome
From new offspring
According to their fitness)

4.2 Accuracy examination of position
Accuracy examination of position was conducted under
backlight and forward light condition. We selected seven
speciﬁc positions as measuring points within the scope of effective recognition (1.5[m]-4.0[m]), and then use GA method
for distance measurement. Take the average of the 10 measurements as the ﬁnal result. As shown in Table.I, in both
backlight and forward light conditions, the error between the
measured and actual values is controlled within 0.2[m]. In
addition, the recognitive system has higher accuracy in the
range of 2[m] to 3[m]. We think this is because when the
actual distance is less than 2[m], the camera cannot capture
the head so that the error of GA be increased, and when the
actual distance is more than 3[m], the region of the human
in image is too small to let the system compute the actual
distance accurately using model-based maching method.

33[ms]

Output
(position and
Orientation of the
Best individual)

Crossover and mutation

Fig. 9. Flow chart of GA
matching degree of human recogintion model against the real
target in the image, which is a correction function of real target projected in camera images with the assumed model represented by poses in genes, is used as a ﬁtness function in GA
process. The convergence of GA is realized in the sequences
of dynamic images input by video rate [30 fps]. Detail discussion about 1-Step GA and ﬁtness function are explained
in [11].
3.5 Real-time position tracking using

Position[m]
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

multi-step GA

method
For real-time visual control purpose, GA has been employed in a way denoted as 1-Step GA evolution. The
used cameras frame rate is 30 fps. That means every 33 ms
cameras output a new image to a computer. In the past, subject to computing speed of the computer, GA explore process
per frame can be done only once, so it was called as 1-Step
GA . With advances in computing power of computers, the
system can now explore multiple GA explore processes in
each frame (actually 9 times). Accuracy has also been improved. Now it is renamed as Multi-Step GA .

5 HUMAN TRACKING EXPERIMENT
In order to conﬁrm effectiveness of the recognition and
tracking performance of the robot, we conducted human
tracking experiment in complex light environment.
5.1 Experiment Condition
As shown by the red arrow in Fig. 11, the route of the
tracking experiment can be divided into nine parts. Among
1 °,
2 °,
8 °are
9
them, °,
performed in the state of backlight,
4
5
6
°, °, ° are in the state of forward light.

4 RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT
4.1 Human Recognition Full Search
In order to conﬁrm the effective of GA, we performed
the full search experiment in frontlighting and backlighting
conditions as shown in Figs.10 and 11. The full search is a
method to evaluate the result of multi-step GA by analysing
the speciﬁc image where multi-step GA get the corresponding ﬁtness value. The main idea of full search is to calculate
the ﬁtness of every points which are 1[mm] apart in the entire
searching area.
The results of the full search show, in both light environments, that there is a signiﬁcant peak more than 0.8, which
is markedly distinct from the environment, can be observed.
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Table 1. Distance recognition
Backlight Error[m] Forward light Error[m]
-0.14
-0.14
-0.04
-0.01
-0.02
-0.05
-0.05
0.03
0.05
0.14
-0.12
-0.09

5.2 Experiment Results
The situation during the experiment is shown in Fig.13.
The left side of Fig.13 shows the screen of the recording
video camera, and the right side shows the image from the
left and right camera of the mobile robot visual sensor. Experimental results graphs are shown in Figs.14 and 15.
Fig.14 shows the moving direction position xc and the
commanded speed vd during the experiment. A large recognition error can be seen around 85 s and 140 s. The cause
may be the inﬂuence of the ground on the running of the
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Fitness distribution （2.5m）
）

Recognition
Model

maximum fitness 1.3933
(x,z)=(-16,2452)

Hue Value

fitness 0.507
(64,2158)

Brightness value
fitness 0
(-500,2000)

Fig. 10. Fitness distribution under backlight condition
Fitness distribution （2.5m）
）

Recognition
Model

maximum fitness 1.0119
(x,z)=(128,2452)

Hue Value

平成29年度夏季中間発表

fitness 0.434
(208,2844)

Brightness value
fitness 0
(-500,2000)

Fig. 11. Fitness distribution under forward light condition
⑥rotation
forward light → normal

⑦ straight line
normal
(Second time)

⑤straight line
forward light

④rotation
normal → forward light
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Window
Obstacle

Recording screen

Left / right camera recognition screen

①Initial position ~ backlight straight line tracking

③straight line
normal
(first time)

⑧rotation
normal→backlight
⑨straight line
backlight
(second time)

Mobile robot
Initial position

Worker
Initial position

① straight line
backlight
(first time)

Worker
final position

②③ Rotation ~ normal straight line tracking
② rotation
backlight → normal

Route of
worker and robot

④⑤Rotation ~ forward light straight line tracking

Fig. 12. The route of the tracking experiment
mobile robot (idling of the wheels) and the inﬂuence of the
backlight environment (the color disappears on the camera
screen). Fig.15 shows the deviation ∆y in the y-axis direction and the rotation speed ωd during the experiment. It can
be seen that the movement of the mobile robot is greatly affected by rough terrain around 100 s.
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⑥⑦Rotation ~ normal straight line tracking

⑧⑨Rotation ~ backlight straight line tracking ~ stop position

Fig. 13. State of continuous tracking experiment
6 CONCLUSION
In this study, a robust real-time human recognition system
by using dual-eyes cameras has been presented. In order to
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Relatively position xc [m]
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